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Overview 

What is Feature flags management? 
 
Feature flags management tool is a SaaS Infrastructure Common PlaJorm within 
NorthStar NSX that wrap code in flags and turns select funcLonality on/off at runLme 
and evaluates based on user properLes which enhance workflows in an agile style and 
CI/CD environment. When building a mulL-cloud SaaS service for VMware NSX, some 
key objecLves can be addressed with a "Feature Flag" service. 

NorthStar NSX Feature Flag Management project is to envision the user experience 
enhancement to enabled NorthStar product owners to manage and monitor features 
and the development teams to facilitate feature experimentaLon and delivery. The 
vision behind the project is to improve the in-product feature analyLcs to detect usage 
paXern and suggest feature and service upgrade and provide ML based insights. In order 
to achieve enabling businesses to offer Lered levels of funcLonality, seYng data-driven 
strategies, and of increasing product releases and engineering velocity with minimal risk. 

Key Objec9ves 

1) Selec9ve Feature Rollout to SaaS Customers - enable VMware to dynamically enable/
disable features, with granular control over which subset of features to rollout to desired 
target of customers or deployments in SaaS 

2) SaaS vs On-Premise Differen9a9on - Enable VMware to control access to SaaS-only 
features, exposing features only through SaaS while withholding those features from on-
premise exposure, while leveraging same codebase and release train 

3) Internal Developer Produc9vity – enable developers to work on the same 
development branch while maintaining branch stability 

4) Error handing and dependency compa9bility checks - Enable NorthStar / NSX to 
idenLfy compaLble feature capabiliLes from the underlying plaJorms (e.g. NorthStar 
GM to idenLfy if LM has feature capability, NorthStar UI to know what feature 
capabiliLes cannot be exposed due to limitaLons in LM, so that it can hide those seYngs 
from NorthStar UI) 

 
Why does it maMer? 

 
Increase product releases and engineering velocity 



Enable businesses to offer Lered levels of funcLonality  
Provides more flexibility for the user experience  

What are the requirements? 

1) Time dura9on of the feature 
2) How feature flag works with product analy9cs tools like Full Story and 

Supercollider 
3) Feature can have mul9ple Feature Flags 
4) dev/staging/ produc9on 

(Tech Preview) roll out / rollback funcLonality 
5) Selec9ve Rollout Criteria 

• By organizaLon (only want certain clients to test out some features - specify 
customer names) 

• By regions (only want to rollout to customers with instance in US - Reason: e.g. UI 
that is not translated; feature set that have strict regulatory compliance related 
to those countries and we are not ready to launch to those) 

• By NorthStar Instance (customer can have mulLple NorthStar instances which is 
very specific to NSX capabiliLes - Reason: they can have instance because of scale 
problems: 50% workload and 50% in the other; instance for producLon and 
instance for test/dev) 

• By compliance (e.g. Federal customers they have regulaLon that requires big 
banners “top secret environment”- categorized and cohort by compliance 
regulaLon) 

• By mode (VMC SDDC, On-Prem, Maas - environment the client is in, features only 
suitable for certain mode) 

• By Scale (don’t want to break their environment/ issue immediately turn off the 
feature) 

My Design Process 
1.     Understanding the Problem 
2.     User Research and Discovery 
3.     CompeLtor Analysis 
4.     User story & User flow  
5.     Visual design and iteraLon 

1. Understanding the Problem 
For this project, I am taking the CSP Feature flag service, an exisLng product within VMware and 
augment the funcLonality and add new concepts into it. 



CSP Feature flag service  
CSP Feature flags Service allows VMware Cloud Services developers to take advantage of feature 
flags technology without the need to set up and maintain a custom feature flag system. It is 
based on the current organizaLon tenancy model which facilitates integraLon and management 
in the context of the service organizaLon. It provides basic rollout strategies, staLsLc, audit log 
and noLficaLon. 

InformaLon Architecture:  

 
CSP insights 
In order to gain more visibility on the feature flags configured in the system, CSP provide 
insights and noLficaLons that will let you manage and get more confidence about your products 
and features released and their usage. 
  
In the feature flags UI, they have a tab for insights, which will visualize the current insights. The 
view hold a grid with all latest insight for the organizaLon and filters (by type, insight type, etc.) 
It is analyzing the on a feature flag specific level which the users can view flag evaluaLons and 
usage stats.  
  
For feature flag insights, an opportunity that could be added is to have flag level in-product 
analyLcs that tells the customer experience. Product owners are the ones who are going to be 
consuming any tesLng results, Insight & RecommendaLon is for them to have accessible reports 
that analyze the product and then decide whether to turn the feature on or off and what 
strategies to set. 
  
There can be possibiliLes to integrate to have event-based analyLcs about the product usage 
and to see the dimension of which was our turn on and off, so we can do A/B tests and things 
like that. Also, for tech preview features, the state of those would be good to admit into the in-
product tracing and metric stream.  And can we see how many Lmes a flag was evaluated to 



true or like for mulL in case of mulLvariate values, how many Lmes it was evaluated to a 
parLcular value. 

Design ObjecLves for Insight 
- Detect usage paXern and suggest feature & service upgrade 
- Expand on the analyLcs on the A/B tesLng of features 
- Provide ML based insights 
- Showing the dependency and correlaLon between feature flags 

2. User Research and Discovery  

Key Persona 

 

Interview - Understanding the users 



To get to know more about the users, I conducted user interviews with product owners, 

engineers, and SREs. Using the following survey, which helped me to understand the user’s 

current workflow, how feature flag may or may not tie into the current process, as well as 

understanding the user’s desire, experiences and pain points. 

Research objec9ves Interview Script Insights & Opportuni9es

Find out the current 
experience and use 
cases with Feature 
Flag management  
 

Could you briefly describe the 
experience with CSP Feature Flag 
management tool and how feature 
flag management is done right now.  
  
Demoing for the flow in which you 
interact with FF tool 

 Current workflow for 
managing feature flag 
 

Find out the 
background of the 
user  
  
 

How frequently do you use this 
plaJorm?   
  
What is the most case scenario to use 
this?   
  
What are your daily acLons on this 
plaJorm?  
   
 

1) Service Owner for 
managing the Feature 
Flags for NSX within VMC 
on AWS context 

2) NS developer 

3) SRE team 

Find out how users 
manage and monitor 
the lifecycle of all 
flags  
 

How do you manage and monitor total 
flag overLme and the lifecycle of all 
your flags across systems?    
  
How frequently do you deprecate 
some of the flags, and does the system 
have soluLons or suggesLons for flag 
reLrement?  
 

 Managing and monitoring 
networking features to VMC 
PM: defining new feature 
Engineer: creaLng new 
feature flags 
OperaLon team: turning flags 
on or off 



Find out details 
about role-based 
access of the tool  
 

For mulLple people who are using the 
tool, what does the current approval 
process look like and prevenLons to 
avoid breaking someone else’s 
environment?   
   
Could you show me your current 
audiLng process and features?   
  
Dev/staging/producLon environment 
(how it is used currently and how to 
improve?)   
  
How is your SRE team lookup the 
feature flag insights? Could you share 
some of SRE's Wishlist and pain 
points?  
 

 Role based access: LckeLng 
mechanism- create a service 
Lcket to request to enable 
flags  

Find out users’ 
experience with 
Insight & 
recommendaLon, 
and how does it 
impact on the flag 
management   
 

How does acLonable insight help 
seYng or adjusLng the flipping 
strategy?  
  
Could you tell us about a way to roll 
back to a previous set of feature flags? 
(Rollback strategy / kill switch)  
  
Would integraLng with in-Product 
analyLcs tool (supercollider / 
FullStory) help and build reports on 
top of that help managing the feature 
flags process?  
  
What are some of the most important 
metrics of the insight and analyLcs 
session?  
  
What kind of recommendaLon does 
the current tool provide?   
 

Currently no telemetry that 
track and evaluate usage of 
all the flags, would be helpful 
to add it on the flag level 

producLvity, user's happiness, 
saLsfacLon, rate of errors, 
support  

Operate in bundle: having 
feature flags controlling other 
flags- easy to scale 
 



Important Mee9ng Summary 

6/23 with Catherine 
Project Requirements: 
•           Granularity of feature flag control 
•           UI/API access to feature. e.g., only ship the API, hide the UI 
•           Feature that has mulLple feature flags 
•           Understanding the dependencies and how things are related to each other 
•           SelecLve rollout to SaaS customers 
•           By organizaLon / region / NorthStar instance / compliance / mode / version / 
scale / support cross service interacLon  
•           Searching and reporLng 
•           How do we make sure that we push features that we want to push out for our 
customer/ how many flags are live out there (On-prem environment does not have 
feature flag implemented, only on VMware cloud on AWS) 
  
Next steps: 
•           Talk to people who used the Feature flag and see if there any downsides and 
things they struggle with on Feature flags 
•           We don’t have the control of the UI of CSP site (reach out to CSP developer / Srini 
Seetharaman) 
•           Explore once we rollout- dashboard of who’s using what feature and how they 
are reacLng to the features 
•           Explore in product feedback & trigger rule- Having opportuniLes to collect 
feedback arer turning on a feature flag 
•           Looper - sales team got feedback from customers and sending a request form 
post subscripLon (reconsider if it is in scope of the project)  
  

Find out exisLng 
challenges and 
acLons users take to 
overcome them 

Any other pain point or areas of the 
tool to be improved on?  
  
How did you deal with the challenges? 
What acLons would you have ideally 
taken, if not already taken?  

 Text heavy- To have 
predefined fields: creator just 
need to click on rather than 
entering text 



  
7/12 with Catherine 
Before poster session (Aug 3) 
Polish on current prototype + finishing the end-to-end flow for the flowing areas: 
Insight  
•           EdiLon on the acLve user chart: Y-axis-maximum possible acLve users  
•           Customer based view: query on customer- Integrate in-product feedback survey/ 
Full Story  
•           Show SaLsfacLon rates / Conversion rates / Task compleLon rate 
•           Visualize the performance impact for parLcular feature flags 
•           Insight breakdown per customer (SRE) 
RecommendaLon  
•           Difficulty of reLring feature flags - show which ones to deprecate (maybe include 
in this session) 
•           Reduce amount of flag (simplicity operaLon) 
•           Enhancements on dependency Chart- what related feature to turn on / Lmeline 
for each feature  
•           Explore on rollback - how/ when to bring the feature back 
Conduct Interview - VMC:  
•           Capture use case & real data 
•           How they manage and monitor total flag overLme 
•           Alert (What acLon they see arer receiving the alert) 
•           Inquire on Role-base access to the management tool 
•           Current approval process  
•           Dev- staging- producLon environment (how it’s used currently and how to 
improve for NorthStar) 
 
Arer poster session 
Research + ExploraLon: 
Audit log 
•           Add more level of details on who changed what, where, when, why, which 
feature flag broke it 
•           What specifically updated / what new rollout strategy - details 
•           Avoid breaking someone else’s environment 
•           Approval process- integrate with audit log (every Lme a new flag implemented 
submit that to approval) 
  
7/21 with Sandeep 
User Background  



Sandeep Sharma- Service Owner for managing the Feature Flags for NSX within VMC on 
AWS context 
  
Current Use Cases 
•           Managing and monitoring networking features to VMC 
•           PM: defining new feature 
•           Engineer: creaLng new feature flags 
•           OperaLon team: turning flags on or off 
•           Role based access: LckeLng mechanism - create a service Lcket to request to 
enable flags (common SaaS Service) 
  
OpportuniLes 
•           Currently mostly plain text and need to enter everything manually  
•           add predefined fields so creator just need to click on rather than entering text  
•           Operate in bundle: having feature flags controlling other flags- easy to scale - 
•           create dependency in feature flags 
•           Telemetry: track and evaluate usage of all the flags 
  
8/10 with Tea 
Areas to work on for the project: 
•           Deep dive into some use cases 
To take it further: e.g. How does infra_classificaLon Le into feature flag? 
•           What do users want to learn from the product analyLcs in terms of the feature 
flag? 
•           The process is automated: How accurate (accuracy rate) they are? Is our 
algorithm improving? track how many manual acLons users must take 
e.g., rollout different versions of the same thing (2 or 3 variaLons), and compare which 
variaLon is taking less user intervenLon 
•           For the enterprise product - the less interacLon the beXer. For user engagement 
is quesLonable because we don’t want customers to spend a lot of Lme on the UI and 
be as quick as possible, which is completely different from the consumer side of things 
•           Is there is not variant tesLng, why would be the purpose of combining feature 
flag and product analyLcs? 
•           For recommendaLon, evidence and transparency are very important: why made 
the recommendaLon and is this recommendaLon that I can rely on 
e.g., we saw anomaly somewhere, that’s why we believe this is malicious behavior 
-Work more on the detailed end-to-end use case  

8/22 with SRE team 
SRE ff Panel:  



• Number of service customer subscribed / How many features they have enabled 
throughout the Lme 

• Feature- related to incident  
•           Integrate into saLsfacLon rate 
•           Feature dependency chart 
•           Describing feature used by what customer/ what Lme 
Alarm - instance- incident - security/ latest incident- when  
Priority level - how long has been opened - trouble shooLng behind the customer  
Business level - ability for them to search fast - hundreds of incidents- filter out the  
Specific individual Customer based view on the product usages 
SRE goals: 
Quick find what they find and idenLfy 
Minimal step for is to trouble shot  
Grouping - SRE - keep everyone up to date - tackle the incidents they have 

3. Compe9tor Analysis 

 



 

For compeLLve analysis I have evaluated on seven different plaJorms summarized in the below 
document. Specially on the insight and recommendaLon session:  



hXps://www.figma.com/file/R00YpWh2Fc7znTyBxDQD8B/Feature-Flag-Research?node-
id=0%3A1 

Components from the compeLtor’s insight session which could be integrated: 

Audit changes:  
Show how many Lmes each flag in your applicaLon has been acLvated 
How many Lmes each variaLon of that flag has been evaluated 
Review every change made to a flag in a given Lme period 
 
User behaviors:  
See trends on how many people are seeing each version of a flag over Lme 
See how changes to targeLng rules, new variaLons, or increased traffic affect applicaLon 
performance and user engagement 
 
Cohort: 
idenLfy a group of users based on any behavioral paXern  
PredicLve segmentaLon that uses product data to esLmate the likelihood for each individual 
user that they will eventually convert 
recommendaLon engine that can determine the content that is most likely to get individual 
users to then achieve desired outcome 
 
Test evaluaLon:  
Comparing conversion rates for different variaLons of a feature 
Flag evaluaLon result/reason 
Flag usages in your code (components)  
Flag evaluaLon over Lme, grouped by component/eval-reason/flags, etc.  
 
RecommendaLon: 
Generate a list of items to recommend based on users perform prior to the conversion event 
increase conversion with automated machine learning 
Build new recommendaLon based on the desired outcomes and user segments 
Select and apply the appropriate insight/acLon plan pairs, and measure their impact against 
KPIs. 

Thought process: integrate some parts into the current insight session 
Higher level breakdown 

 

https://www.figma.com/file/R00YpWh2Fc7znTyBxDQD8B/Feature-Flag-Research?node-id=0:1
https://www.figma.com/file/R00YpWh2Fc7znTyBxDQD8B/Feature-Flag-Research?node-id=0:1


Detailed breakdown  
Overview 
High-level staLsLcs dashboard (visualizaLon enhancement: content hierarchy, color code) 
Total insights/ Total Flags  
Summary by "insight type"/ Summary by "insight enLty" 
Top evaluated flags / SDK type 
Total flags overLme / Flag Changes 
+Feature Dependency  

Insight 
Audit changes: Review every change made to a flag in a given Lme period 
AcLve User: See trends on how many people are seeing each version of a flag over Lme 
User behaviors/feedback: See how changes to targeLng rules, new variaLons, or increased 
traffic affect applicaLon performance and user engagement 
Cohort: idenLfy a group of users based on any behavioral paXern  
RecommendaLon: 1. ML based recommendaLon 2.Build new recommendaLon based on the 
the desired outcomes and user segments 
RecommendaLon evaluaLon 

4. User Stories & User flow 

User Stories 
For product owner: 

User Story 1 
- create a flag with three variants (3 UI style) going to parallel market.  
- Rollout the three versions and compare the results: task compleLon rate, accuracy and 

cancellaLon. Also see how many Lmes user come and modify the policies, and where 
they made the changes.  

- RecommendaLon on which variaLon is the strongest, and users can click to see the real 
numbers behind them. Rollback the other flags 

User story 2 
- We’re doing some usability A/B tesLng. For first 7 days, user will access the feature 

through UI-style-A, with feature flag indicaLng Jan 7 to be the end date of UI-style-A. 
- For next 7 days, user will access the same feature through UI-style-B. At the end of 14 

days, the feature will be disabled due to the end of our usability test session. 

For SRE: 
- leverage feature flags as a way of supporLng the core goal: Maximizing reliability. 



- you discover that the latest release of an applicaLon you support has a severe latency 
problem due to an issue with a new networking feature in the app.  

- If that feature is controlled via a feature flag, you can remediate the issue very quickly by 
simply switching it off. You don’t have to wait for developers to fix the underlying code 
issue before you can solve the problem for your users. 

User flow 
The User flow is a series of acLons a user takes to reach the goal. 

 

Day 0  
MulL-stage Flag creaLon  
Stage 1 

• Schedule specific date and Lme 
• Add pre-requisite flag/ create flag dependency 
• Set rollout strategy rule (organizaLon, Region, NorthStar Instance, Compliance 

Regulation, Mode, Version, scale, percentage etc.)/ create targeting rule 
• Set default variation (multivariant flag: UI-style-A / UI-style-B) 
• Turn targeting on  
• Request approval  

Stage 2 
• Schedule specific date and Lme 
• Set default variation (multivariant flag: UI-style-A / UI-style-B) 
• Turn targeting on 

Stage 3 
• Schedule specific date and Lme 
• Turn targeting off 



Day 1 
View Dashboard 
High-level staLsLcs of all flags 
 
Total insights (Insights) Summary by "insight type" / Summary by "insight enLty" 
Total Flags (leading to main flags page) 
Total flags overLme (changelog) 
Flag Dependency Chart 

Insight & Analytics on one specific flag 
User behaviors:  
See trends on how many people are seeing each version of a flag over Lme 
See how changes to targeLng rules, new variaLons, or increased traffic affect applicaLon 
performance and user engagement 
SaLsfacLon rates / Conversion rates / Task compleLon rates 
 
Test evaluaLon:  
Comparing conversion rates for different variaLons of a feature 
Flag evaluaLon result/reason 
Flag evaluaLon over Lme, grouped by component/eval-reason/flags, etc.  
View audit log 

Cohort: 
idenLfy a group of users based on any behavioral paXern  
PredicLve segmentaLon that uses product data to esLmate the likelihood for each individual 
user that they will eventually convert 
recommendaLon engine that can determine the content that is most likely to get individual 
users to then achieve desired outcome 

Day 2 
Recommenda9on & Ac9onable Insights 
 
Generate a list of items to recommend based on users perform prior to the conversion event 
increase conversion with automated machine learning 
 
Build new recommendaLon based on the desired outcomes and user segments 
 
Select and apply the appropriate insight/acLon plan pairs and measure their impact against 
KPIs. 



View Audit log 
• Details on who changed what, where, when, why, which feature flag broke it 
• What specifically updated / what new rollout strategy - details 
• Avoid breaking someone else’s environment 
• Approval process- integrate with audit log (every Lme a new flag implemented submit 

that to approval) 

5. Visual design & itera9on 

 

MulLple iteraLon of prototypes:  
 hXps://www.figma.com/file/c06TmJ7pI6Q8QfEDWHLKYS/prototype?node-
id=963%3A48860 

https://www.figma.com/file/c06TmJ7pI6Q8QfEDWHLKYS/prototype?node-id=963:48860
https://www.figma.com/file/c06TmJ7pI6Q8QfEDWHLKYS/prototype?node-id=963:48860
https://www.figma.com/file/c06TmJ7pI6Q8QfEDWHLKYS/prototype?node-id=963:48860


Project poster presentaLon:  
hXps://insidertv.vmware.com/media/t/1_h48v8qj8/265003862 
Conclusion 
What did I learn from this internship? 
When I started my internship on June 6th, 2022, I realized that I have mountains to climb. 
At each phase of the project, I learned new concepts about the product, explored 
different areas, invesLgated on the user needs for different stakeholders, and enjoyed 
every step taken to complete this project. This is my first Lme working on enterprise 
product project from scratch starLng from the research to prototyping, I was navigaLng 
in the unknown, but always feel engaged because of the Lme that I invested to learn and 
explore new knowledge. I completely enjoy the journey of designing this project, and it 
is a priceless experience to learn from the NSX UX design team.  

Key takeaways: 
·       Understanding the users is the key to start making a great product. 
·       The less interacLon the beXer. For enterprise product we don’t want customers to 
spend a lot of Lme on the UI, which is different from the consumer products 
·       Constant feedback, criLques and IteraLons are important parts of the process. 
·       There is always room for improvement. 
·       For UI design, follow design paXern and have more clear visuals 
·      ConstrucLng detailed user cases could help in telling the story 
·       More confident communicaLon skill with users and other designer or stakeholders 
·      More systemaLc way when giving a presentaLon  
(Background story- Challenges- soluLon- design) 
·     Ability to work in mulLdisciplinary team: worked not only with designers, but also 
engineers, SRE, PMs to understand their perspecLve. Also, the Hackathon event is 
helpful to hone skills of communicaLon and collaboraLon with others. 
·     What I want to improve further: presentaLon skills and visual UI design 

https://insidertv.vmware.com/media/t/1_h48v8qj8/265003862

	Interview - Understanding the users

